
Fill in the gaps

Love's A Game by The Magic Numbers

Maybe I think, maybe I don't

Maybe I will,  (1)__________  I won't  (2)________  my way 

(3)________  time

I hear you're  (4)______________  me soon

One of these days

Somebody stays and  (5)________________  pays

It  (6)______________  all the time

I’ll be leaving, believing you wanted me to

And  (7)__________  I'm a  (8)________  for walking in line

And maybe I should try to  (9)__________  this time

I'm an honest  (10)______________  that you made

Did you mean to?

(Oh) Did you mean?

(Oh) Did you mean?

Love is  (11)________  a game

Broken all the same

And I will get over you

Love is  (12)________  a lie

Happens all the time

Swear I know this  (13)________  is true

And  (14)________  collared you up

And  (15)________________  you  (16)________  and 

(17)________________  you in

And I've  (18)________  waiting so long

To take you home

And maybe I think, maybe I don't

Maybe I will,  (19)__________  I won't

Find my way tonight

But I hear you're  (20)______________  me soon

And  (21)__________  I'm a fool for walking in line

And maybe I should try to leave this time

I'm an honest mistake that you made

Did you mean to?

(Oh) Did you mean?

(Oh) Did you mean?

Love is just a game

Broken all the same

And I will get over you

Love is just a lie

Happens all the time

Swear I  (22)________  this much is true

And maybe I'm a fool for  (23)______________  in line

And maybe I  (24)____________  try to leave  (25)________ 

time

I'm an honest mistake that you made

Did you mean to?

(Oh) Did you mean?

(Oh) Did you mean?

Love is just a game

Broken all the same

And I will get over you

Love is just a lie

Happens all the time

Swear I know  (26)________   (27)________  is true
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. maybe

2. find

3. this

4. calling

5. somebody

6. happens

7. maybe

8. fool

9. leave

10. mistake

11. just

12. just

13. much

14. they

15. collared

16. down

17. coloured

18. been

19. maybe

20. calling

21. maybe

22. know

23. walking

24. should

25. this

26. this

27. much
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